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It is with pleasure that I present the December 2018 edition of Probus West.  It is my hope 
that you will enjoy this edition and find the stories interesting.   

ALL clubs, city and country, are invited to submit their news-either by email or post.  Text is 
to be in word format and less than 300 words, and photographs as jpegs.  Please do not 
send your story as a pdf. 	

EDITOR:  TRISH FLOYD, 103A STOCK ROAD, ATTADALE WA 6156 

EMAIL:   rpfloyd@westnet.com.au 

MARCH EDITION CLOSES ON 15TH FEBRUARY 2019 

Private and confidential for Probus use only and not to be used for any other purpose 

PORT OF ALBANY PROBUS 
CELEBRATES 28 YEARS 

The July meeting of the Port of Albany Ladies Probus 
Club members celebrated their 28th Birthday by 
announcing two new Life Members, two members with 25 
years, and three members with 20 years, as  valued 
members of the Club.   Shirley McQuarrie and Aileen 
Townsley both Foundation Members of the Club were 
presented with Life Membership  badges and certificates 
to commemorate their service over the past 28 years, an 
honour well deserved.   Both ladies have been active in 
the Club as President, Vice President, Secretary and 
many other positions of value held throughout this time.   

Other members recognised were Edna Dunn and Betty 
Witham for 25 years, and Guiliana Dela Vedova, Beth 
Blight and Joan Ward for 20 years service. These five 
ladies have held many positions to further the interests 
and activities of our Probus Club. 

Congratulations to the seven ladies honoured with these 
awards. 



	

	

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In August, thirtyone members and partners of the Men's Probus 
Club of Booragoon (WA) enjoyed another excellent 'Elite Tours' 
coach trip, arranged by our Outings Officer Alan Marsh. 
 
First stop was for morning tea at Whiteman Park. This comprises 
4000 hectares of bushland 22km north of Perth and is home to 
many attractions including motor, transport and tractor museums, 
craft shops, cafe, walking trails and much much more. 
 
Then it was on to the historic town of Chidlow for a delicious and 
plentiful 4 choice lunch at the Chidlow Tavern. This tavern is over a 
century old and, now refurbished, it incorporates its own railway 
museum. The town, originally called Chidlow's Well, became a 
railway connection in 1884 and the Tavern is full of fascinating 
historical railway artefacts. 
 
On the way home, we stopped at beautiful Lake Leschenaultia 
which was originally man made to provide water for the steam 
locomotives after their long climb up the hills. It is now a lovely 
location for many types of recreation. 
 
Photos show some of our participants at these three attractive 
venues.   Another day of fun and friendship. 

SOUTH PERTH LADIES’ PROBUS  CLUB’S 30TH BIRTHDAY 

SOUTH PERTH LADIES 30th birthday celebration was held at the Waterwalls Restaurant at the Pagoda in South 
Perth.  Fortynine members and guests enjoyed a lovely high tea.   Darrell Williams presented our President Edna Bell 
with a certificate and card acknowledging the occasion. Zeeva Boalch who is 94, was presented with an Honorary 
Member certificate for being our longest serving member. A wonderful afternoon was enjoyed by all who attended. 

BOORAGOON MEN TOUR TO WHITEMAN PARK AND CHIDLOW 
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Members of Rossmoyne 
Ladies Probus Inc 
surprised Kath with a 
kitchen tea after their 
committee meeting in 
August. Many and varied 
were the gifts, including a 
tiara and veil. Our Bulletin 
officer Leonie Flindell made 
a beautiful decorated cake 
in the shape of a teapot.  It 
tasted good too! 

 

ROSSMOYNE LADIES’ GIVE KATH A SURPRISE KITCHEN TEA  

SORRENTO VISITS HARVEY 
 
GO VISIT HARVEY   The Probus Club of 
Sorrento went to Harvey on the Australind.  We 
had an amazing adventure. The Harvey Probus 
Club members met us at the train. They had 
secured the Community Bus and we journeyed to 
the Harvey Dam.  What a picturesque place with 
their auditorium, picnic spots, gardens, all as 
clean as a pin.  We were blown over by the 
tidiness of their town.    
 
After a scrumptious lunch (and a trip to the shoe 
shop for the ladies) we visited the Internment 
Camp and roadside shrine.  The nearby 
Information Centre and Stirling Cottage with its 
English garden stretched before us with the 
Harvey River meandering along the border.  A 
water irrigation memorial sat in amongst the 
stunning gardens.  We toured the town passing 
all major buildings and the stunning RSL War 
Tribute, before we were driven back to the train 
station for our journey home.  
 

Thank you Harvey Probus for a great day in your 
town. 



	

	

FREMANTLE’S TOUR OF JANDAKOT AIRPORT 

In the flyer that was sent out, you were asked how did five people and one organization help to form the RFDS. 
The Rev. John Flynn from the Presbyterian Australian Inland Mission had a dream to bring safety to all those in 
the outback. He was that charismatic person who harnessed people to help. Lieutenant Clifford Peel, who had 
been a medical student and became a pilot in the Australian Flying Corps in WWI, wrote a letter to Flynn 
suggesting that planes could be used to bring help to those outback people. Flynn received the letter after Peel 
died in a crash. Jimmy Darcy was a stockman at Ruby Plains Station south of Halls Creek who was injured in a 
horse riding accident and suffered massive internal injuries. He was taken to Halls Creek Post Office. There 
Post Master Tuckett had to operate on him receiving Morse code instructions from Doctor Holland at the Perth 
GPO. This event gained worldwide front page news similar to the recent cave rescue. Darcy survived the 
operation but died of malaria due to his weakened state of health. The photo of his grave is adjacent.  

Flynn was able to fundraise due to the publicity of the event. HV McKay of Sunshine Harvesters gave a huge 
bequest to finance the AIM Aerial Medical Service and Qantas provided a plane for the trial and for a number of 
years thereafter. Alfred Traeger was a radio technician who invented a special radio with electricity generated by 
pedalling a wheel, similar to the old fashion bicycle generators. To aid the outback people handle Morse code, 
he adapted a typewriter that converted each letter into Morse code. The more powerful base radio stations could 
transmit in voice. The combination of all these people brought a “Mantle of Safety” to the outback. Flynn stated, 
“If you start something worthwhile, nothing can stop it.” The dream of Flynn grew into the mighty Royal Flying 
Doctor Service. 

There were 32 members and friends who visited the Royal Flying Doctor Service (RFDS) headquarters and 38 
who toured the Royal Aero Club (RAC). We were met by our guide Michelle, who introduced us, using a power 
point presentation, to the operations of the RFDS. We were privileged to be able to visit in small subgroups the 
Operations Room. Here we saw three operators in front of huge electronic screens follow the actions and 
locations of the aircraft in various parts of WA. One operator was ordering fuel for a plane. A doctor was in the 
room to be available to attend to any medical issues. The room was quite cool, no doubt to keep these operators 
fresh for their 12 hour shift. 

We next viewed a simulator which had an exact replica of the aircraft body. As it was being used for training 
purposes we could not go into it. Here the staff train for every type of scenario they are likely to encounter	

As weight is a major factor with any aircraft, all the medical equipment has to be miniaturized to both fit in the 
aircraft and to reduce the weight. When a RFDS plane lands at Jandakot, the patient is brought into a covered 
area where they may need to be stabilized further for road transport. Ambulances can enter this area to collect 
the patients. Doctors from the various Emergency Departments of Perth hospitals are rostered to be with the 
RFDS. 

After a very well organized lunch at the RAC cafeteria, we were split up into subgroups for a guided tour.  
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TOODYAY VISIT TO BEENYUP 

One fine day last month 11 of Toodyay Probians gathered at the Beenyup facility for a talk and small tour.  
Some of us car-pooled and we stopped at Noble Falls for morning tea. Thanks to Joan, we had tea and coffee 
and some lovely biscuits and cake. 

At the facility we were joined by the rest of the party and listened whilst we were enlightened about treating 
sewage. I learned, to my surprise, that the perfectly clean and drinkable water that exuded at the end of the 
process, was pumped down into the underground aquifer. Here it mixes with the underground water until it is 
drawn up at a later date, by bores. A survey had been conducted from Perth residents and it was found that 
most people did not want to drink treated sewage direct from the tap. Not surprisingly, I don't think we are quite 
ready to embrace that yet!  

After the video and the talk most of us made our way to Hillary's Boat Harbour for lunch at the Over Board cafe. 
Norm (that's me) thought he knew how to get there, and his car load of hungry Probians arrived about ten 
minutes late. (Yes, I suppose Sorrento Quay has always been at the end of Hepburn Avenue and NOT Ocean 
Reef Road!)  There could be no complaints about the food, although they forgot about Maurice and he had to 
wait a bit longer than everyone else for his tucker. 

After the meal four of us were naughty and stopped at the Ice Cream shop!  

BOORAGOON MEN LUNCH AT THE BENTLEY TAFE “PINES” RESTAURANT 

The 13th September was a "lucky number for some", the lucky ones being the 42 members and partners of 
the Booragoon Men's Club (WA) who attended a lunch at the TAFE Pines Restaurant in Bentley. 
 
Our Club has been a regular patron of the restaurant over many years and Outings Officer Alan Marsh 
decided that it was time to have another visit. This was an inspired decision as all those present enjoyed 
an excellent lunch, professional service and good fellowship. Some of the happy participants are shown in 
the photo. 



	

	

 

CARINE DUNCRAIG PROBUS CLUB INC , the first combined club formed in Western Australia, 
with their inaugural meeting held on July 12, 1988, proudly celebrated their 30th Anniversary on 
July 25th at the Hillarys Yacht Club.  A large group of 47 members enjoyed an excellent lunch 
and a very engaging afternoon together, which concluded with musical entertainment in the form 
of songs performed by the Wandoo Singers. 

Mrs Marie Bolt, President of PAWA, Mr Greg Hobson, Rotary Club of Hillarys and Mr Terry 
Coman (one of the original Rotary members who attend the inaugural meeting) were in 
attendance for the milestone event. 

Two inaugural members, Mr Pat Belben and Mrs Joan Cash, were presented with certificates to 
recognize their 30 years of membership.  Four other long standing members who joined the club 
at the 2nd and 3rd meetings. also received a special pin to mark the occasion. 

Over the past 30 years club members have enjoyed many interesting getaways as a group.  A 
few of these that come readily to mind are: 

A trip to Bunbury for a few days that included an evening concert starring Australian 
soprano Marina Prior at the Jalbrook Estate, Balingup, and visiting Gnomesville and 
Ferguson Valley. 

Murray River cruise South Australia Discovery Tour for five days, after which some 
members returned home but nine members continued on to Cooper Pedy, Flinders 
Ranges, Wilpena Pound and the Breakaway Arid Lands Botanic Gardens. 

A five day Villa Carlotta trip to Busselton and Margaret River visiting wineries, the 
picturesque southern coast and a local silk farm. 

Five nights to Albury Wodonga for the Probus Rendezvous 

An eight night trip to Norfolk Island celebrating Christmas in July 

Our last major club outing was a 7 day cruise to Esperance and Albany on the Astor. 

As you can see, Carine Duncraig Probus Club is a vibrant and social club for its members. 
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NORTHAM PROBUS Mystery trip 18th September using the Shire bus was an amazing day out, and the sunshine 
was truly most welcome. 

We went through the countryside looking at crops, 
an eagle nest, and the new Solar Panel plant, 
until we arrived at Meckering. There we had 
morning tea at Colton’s Beef Jerky Cafe, and had 
superb fresh scones with drinks, and a talk from 
the proprietor on the making of his Jerky. We all 
tasted samples and they were yummy. 

We toured around Meckering, and the earthquake 
sites. I took the photo of our Group at this site.  
On 14th October this year, it will be 50 years since 
the earthquake. 

We went on to Cunderdin. We visited the lookout 
point that looks out over the countryside. This is 
an outstanding site, with wildflowers in 
abundance. We had lunch at the Ettamogah Pub.  

After lunch we visited the Railway Museum at 
Cunderdin, and this was very fascinating.  We took a leisurely trip home.  We all enjoyed the trip. 

 

	

THE COMBINED PROBUS CLUB OF ATTADALE is fortunate to have member Jim Lloyd present a monthly music 
programme for members. Each programme includes tunes with which we are nearly always familiar, from classical 
highlights to the hit parade of our younger years. Jim also draws on his extensive career in the music industry to 
include several unexpected gems which we have either forgotten or never even knew - a bonus his audience enjoys 
thoroughly at every session. 



	

	

 
 

MELVILLE LADIES HAVE A WAAPA DAY OUT 

Aside from these well acknowledged stars there are many, many more talented young people who have learned 
their skills in all facets of theatre, music and dance at WAAPA. The names of graduates often roll past in the 
credits of international movies – even Global Awards - for the unheralded pre performance work “back stage 
and behind the scenes” in the less glamorous professions.  
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PROBUS CLUB OF KARRINYUP AND NORTH BEACH PLAYED MINI GOLF 

Members of the Probus Club of Karrinyup & North Beach recently 
enjoyed a morning of mini golf at the Wembley Golf Course.  Starting off 
with coffee at the Kiosk and then tackling the 18 hole course, which we 
understand is a scaled down version of a full size course.  This   features 
all sorts of “hazards” to challenge players - mounds, slopes, valleys, 
bridges, sand and water features.  Every fairway is different and the 
greens have three different sized holes which we jokingly 
labelled bottomless pit (oversize) - Government taxes - we can all fill this 
hole,   Centrelink - only average - try and avoid and the smallest hole 
was Pension Pittance - need special ability to negotiate life on this! 

 
Members played in small groups and kept score so that at the end of the 
morning we could announce an inaugural Cup winner and of course 
wooden spoon (or mini golf set) recipient. 
 
There is no need to book, the staff at the Golf Shop have the equipment 
ready and lots of friendly advice and another advantage for organisers is 
that if it rains you can still use the under cover Driving range. 
 

ASHLEY	FAVAS	AWARDED	LIFE	
MEMBERSHIP	OF	MELVILLE	
COMBINED	PROBUS	CLUB	

At the October meeting of the Melville 
Combined Probus Club, Life Membership 
was conferred on Ashley Favas. 

Ashley has served the club faithfully as 
President and on the committee over many 
years. 

Ron Oliver, Club President, is shown 
presenting the certificate. 



	

	

 

DALKEITH NEDLANDS VISIT BREMER BAY,ESPERANCE AND HYDEN    September 
9 -16   2018 

Another wonderful coach tour for 28, made up of mainly Dalkeith Nedlands Probus club members was hugely 
enjoyed with Valmai at the helm in her amazing capacity of travel director and organiser extraordinaire. 

The well -researched tour included Williams, our first port-of-call and its legendary Woolshed with assorted 
wares then lunch at Henry Jones Winery and café at Broomhill, built in 1911 where a pre-ordered lunch 
greeted us on a long table 
bedecked with an inviting red table 
cloth and huge tubs of bulging, 
heavenly wildflowers. 

Bremer Bay where we spent two 
nights, was a joy, beginning with the 
homely, rammed earth 
accommodation at Bremer Bay 
Resort, then out early to Point Ann 
in the Fitzgerald River National Park 
to watch Southern Right whales. A 
real bonus was seeing the unique 
Royal Hakea in full bloom.  We then 
travelled on to the Wellstead family 
museum and a talk by Max 
Wellstead about his amazing 
passion for collecting everything 
from old farm machinery to 
domestic appliances and bits and 
pieces throughout his lifetime. 

Tozer’s Bush Camp was next on the agenda - a large ‘shed’ in the middle of a natural bush setting with 
cooking facilities for campers and caravaners and a nice diversion which came with a packed lunch from the 
Bremer Bay Resort. It proved a day to remember with its feast of unique, rare orchids of many varieties 
including the elusive Queen of Sheba. Brochures and leaflets on wildflowers were freely available with 
qualified botanists ready to take us out in relays to see the stunning array of Spring showings, proving a 
popular event for everyone at this bush camp. 

 Onwards then to Hopetoun. A stop at the Kukenarup Memorial on a lonely rise and a chance to stretch our 
legs as we walked around the site learning about the conflict between early settlers and the Noongar People, 
this being a commemoration to their people. That night at the Wavecrest Village and Tourist Park then next 
morning, a visit to West Mount Barren lookout with its wonderful views of the coastline before continuing on to 
Esperance. 

Esperance was a three-night stay at the Best Western Hospitality Inn and like all our accommodation, was 
excellent. The weather however, was freezing but we were undeterred as we drove the byways and highways 
seeking out the stunning scenery along the Great Ocean Drive, watching the pounding Southern Ocean 
tumbling on white sand before visiting Cindy Poole’s Glass Gallery. 

Cindy spoke inspiringly on her unique creations. Wallets and purses were opened here as earrings, novel 
wine glasses and jewellery were purchased and again at the amazing Mermaid Fish Leather outlet following 
an engaging talk and video on the process of making leather items from any fish skin into works of art from 
bags, belts, keyrings etc. Several of us were being measured for belts as we boarded the bus. Later that day, 
we visited and tried local beer at the Lucky Bay Brewery. 

Next day, Ravensthorpe was delightful with its wildflower festival, heaped displays of gorgeous flowers, some 
arranged as a chandelier at the entrance with assorted arts and crafts and pots of delectable mustard, honey, 
relish and the like for sale. Hearty soup was served for lunch by local ladies at a building close to the festival 
pavilion.   
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The afternoon was free so a visit to the museum was a must and among its exhibits were segments form 
the Skylab when it plunged to Earth in 1979 scattering debris across the Nullarbor and Eastern Goldfields. 

Owing to deteriorating weather, a few listed places were not accessible but we still toured around Cape 
Le Grand National Park with its beautiful beaches. We then drove to incredible Stonehenge – an exact 
2500 tonne granite replica of how the one in England would have looked around 3100 BC. It was even 
constructed to capture the sun at exactly the same angle at the Solstices, as in England. We then 
stopped in for a warming lunch at the welcoming Yirri Grove Olive Farm before departing back to 
Esperance for some free time and dinner out at Fish Face restaurant. 

After Esperance, we travelled to Hyden and were met there by Sheena our ‘everything’ guide. This most 
positive advocate for the town and the area was a hive of information. We then inspected the rather 
incongruous collection of old lace in this outback town, displays of model soldiers, future plans for the 
town and land development. She then accompanied us to Wave Rock, the granite inselberg believed to 
be 2.63 billion years old. 

After breakfast on the last day, Sheena joined us once again to view the Hippo’s Yawn and its history and 
mythology, then a call in to her family’s collection of old vehicles in rusty sheds before meeting her mother 
at the gracious old homestead built by Italian Prisoners of War and early pioneers in 1948. It’s rambling 
verandas and delicious tea, coffee and hot damper were most inviting before we wandered across the 
lawn to feed the chocolate brown Santa Gertrudis cattle and the few sheep with handfuls of bread. 

The rather cutely named Tin Horse Highway amused us on our way to Brookton with its many novel bin 
and tin horse structures in different properties over the length of the motorway. A tasty lunch in improving 
weather, saw us depart Brookton for the journey back to Perth later that afternoon. 

An overall, detailed, excellent and most enjoyable tour while Rob our driver kept us safe and on time 
spending most nights he told me doing his homework so we would not get lost on country tracks and 
roads. 

Well done Valmai and thank you very much. 

 

The members of the PROBUS CLUB OF BRIDGETOWN 
BLACKWOOD VALLEY are pictured enjoying one of their many 
outings . In October the members enjoyed a barbeque at the Bridgetown 
Gardens Function Centre.   It was a beautiful day in the sun after so many 
wet and windy days, so a good time was held by all. 



	

	

 
 
 

The ‘Mandurah Peel Probus Club held 
a very successful Fashion Parade 
during September in conjunction with 
“Kings Park Fashions” (a local retail 
 fashion store) 

There were some 130 members and 
guests in attendance and it was 
pleasing to see so many visitors from 
other Probus clubs, including; 
Shoalwater, Mandurah Island, 
Mandurah Ladies and Karrinyup. There 
were also many other visitors including 
friends of our own club members. 

On arrival everyone was greeted by 
our wonderful male members with a 
glass of non-alcoholic bubbly, orange 
juice and strawberries. But, judging by 
the laughter and noise, I am sure they 
felt intoxicated. This was followed by a 
sumptuous ‘long table’ lunch, capably 
served by our many volunteers.   

Christine Steer, our President, 
welcomed everyone, and after the 
delicious array of summer spread for 
lunch, she assisted in the drawing of 
33 door prizes as well as four lucky 
winners of a $25.00 Kings Park 
Fashions voucher each. There was 
also a vase of flowers on each table of 
six and these went to the oldest person 
sitting at that table. As a result, 22 
ladies went home with a pretty vase of 
flowers. Whether or not they were the 
eldest, remains their secret! 

The moment arrived for the parade, 
and our five gorgeous models from our 
very own club, did themselves proud, 
strutting their stuff and looking a 
picture of elegance as they did. Annie 
Clark, Pam Dagg, Christine Schmidt, 
Linda McNutt and Gaylia Mitcham 
were congratulated on a job well done. 

This was all followed by an afternoon 
tea of delicious, delectable dainty 
cakes served with tea and coffee. 
Afterwards, some ladies took the 
opportunity to try and buy, taking 
advantage of the 15% discount offered 
by Kings Park fashions. Everyone went 
home happy. 

Our team of workers were amazing as it was a mammoth effort getting everything set up to look beautiful and on 
time, and then the huge clean up was all done and dusted well before time. 

Congratulations everyone on a magnificent effort and thank you each and everyone one of you for making it such 
a success.  

PROBUS CLUB OF MANDURAH PEEL INC. 
SPRING FASHION PARADE 
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FREMANTLE’S BREAKFAST AT THE OCEAN BEACH HOTEL 

There were 35 members and friends who had an enjoyable breakfast at the Ocean Beach Hotel (OBH). The 
weather started grimly early in the morning but fined up for the event. The sea was 
sparkling, Rottnest Island was crystal clear and in the words of a financial planner 
guest speaker, the economy was booming by the number of anchored freight ships 
waiting in Gage Roads for their turn to enter the harbour. He commented that he 
does not bother with statistics about past performance but judges the health of the 
economy by the ships lined up in Gage Roads and the building cranes in St Georges 
Terrace in Perth. We could see this entire pleasantry out of the panorama windows 
of the OBH.	

The service was outstanding in the restaurant. Most started with tea or coffee and 
then the waitpersons came for our orders. Most had the $10 breakfast with the 
traditional choice or a vegetarian choice. We could order the fried eggs how we 
desired them.  

Before long and after the empty tea and coffee cups had been collected, the meals started being delivered. In no 
time the 35 were hoeing into their tasty and generously sized $10 meal pictured above. At the conclusion Outing 
Officer Jenny came around collecting the money for the meal and refreshments. The health conscious GP Doctor 
Fixitwell who featured on the advertising flyer, thankfully was nowhere to be seen. The Outing Officers Jenny and 
Peter organized another outstanding event. 

	

The Combined Probus Club of Attadale 
celebrated their 20th anniversary at the October meeting 
with a Mad Hatters Tea Party. 
 
Members attended the meeting wearing an amazing variety 
of creative and unique headgear. On display were many of 
the hand stitched appliqued blankets produced by the 
Stitches and Yarns group that had been presented to 
members as get well gifts. 
 
President Cecilia Brooke invited the guests Marie Bolt of 
PAWA, and Ian Pittaway President of the Rotary Club of 
Attadale,to join her in cutting the birthday cake at the 
beginning of morning tea.  
	

MAD HATTERS TEA PARTY 



	

	

	

FREMANTLE VISIT TO THE TAFE PINES RESTAURANT 

The Pines Restaurant is a TAFE training facility where chefs at different levels 
of expertise and table waitpersons are trained. Whilst the students do all the 
work, they are closely supervised and assisted by TAFE teachers. The Pines 
is a multi-Gold Plate winner in the Training Restaurant Division. It was our 
Club’s first visit there as for many years we went to the Challenger TAFE 
Quinlans Restaurant in Beaconsfield. 

There were 36 members and friends booked in for the 3 course meal but there 
were 3 cancellations at the last moment. Those who were a bit tardy on booking were on the waiting list. This outing 
was booked out 2 hours after the electronic flyer advertising it was sent out. Those without an email address were 
sent the print flyer 11 days prior. Jenny and Peter quickly sorted out the seating arrangements as the tables provided 
did not coincide with the table sizes sent to us. 

Those on their first visit to the Pines experienced the unique ordering system that has been used there for many 
years. To avoid the first table orders received getting their choices and the last table members missing out, the 
unique system has evolved. To ensure everyone gets a dish of their choice, each table was limited to a maximum of 
3 diners having the same dish. There was bantering as the diners at each table amicably sorted out and gave their 
orders for the entrée and the main course. The orders for the dessert were conducted similarly. The service, the food 
and the ambiance would equal many top restaurants but all for $25 per person with wine at $5 a glass. Bookings are 
an essential 

	

COLLIE PROBUS VISIT  

YAGAN SQUARE, 

ELIZABETH QUAY  

AND KING’S PARK	
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VICTORIA PARK VISIT TO WOODMAN POINT QUARANTINE STATION 1852-1979 
 

We were told a visit to Woodman Point Recreation Camp formerly Western Australia’s Quarantine Station would be 
interesting – and our visit didn’t disappoint.  It was fascinating, intriguing, something you don’t think about but a 
necessary part of setting up a new Colony.  I concur with Plant and Animal Quarantine Stations but humans – never 
gave it a thought. 

Where do you place people who arrive at our shores “ill or sick”?  The Governor or the Government of the Day has 
a public duty to keep their citizens safe and so it was decided that Woodman Point would be an ideal place for a 
Quarantine Station, close to our port of Fremantle where all our visitors/refugees arrive.  There was even a crushed 
limestone road made for horse and cart through the bush from Fremantle to Woodman Point for the purpose.   The 
State’s earliest Crematorium was built there as well as fumigating facilities to delouse belongings or rid any 
bacteria.  Authorities work on 10 days for a disease to manifest itself, suspected persons were required to stay that 
length of time during their quarantine period.  More West Australians died during the pandemic of the Spanish Flu 
than we lost in the first 12 months of World War 1. 

The Volunteers of Woodman Point Recreation Camp are congratulated for their dedication to restoring some of the 
facility to its former glory.  All the money raised is put back into this facility to continue to restore the buildings. We at 
Victoria Park Probus were pleased that we were able to contribute to this worthwhile cause.  Morning tea, a tour of 
facilities and lunch all for $29.00 each.   The Department of Sport and Recreation have taken over the dormitory 
buildings and kitchen facilities to accommodate school children, Statewide, to spend time here.  Big wide green 
lawns, plenty of space to run; over the sandhills is the Indian Ocean to swim.  It is idyllic. 

In the Hospital Wards we noticed painted jarrah fruit boxes on their side being used as bedside tables.  We were 
told that during the Second World War when Darwin and Broome were bombed, authorities gathered up all person 
of Japanese origin and interred them at Woodman Point until the War ended.  Being perfectly healthy people 
authorities had to find something for them to do and so they made these bedside tables.    

As Western Australia grew, land was purchased at Wooroloo for tuberculosis isolation, and now our major public 
hospitals have quarantine facilities if an outbreak of a contagious disease occurs.  Woodman Point holds a 
fascinating history covering many facets of possible insurgent outbreaks: like Italians taken on small boats from 
Gage Roads, fumigated, as they could be carrying the disease “foot and mouth” as they came from a village near 
where a fellow immigrant in Canada had been near an outbreak. The Canadian authorities had alerted Australia to 
this outbreak.   It is due to the diligence of our authorities that we have been able to keep this disease from an 
outbreak in Australia. 

The icing on the cake, so to speak, was when Ian Darroch the author of “Western Sentinel”, a History of the 
Woodman Point Quarantine Station, Western Australia arrived, and was able to sign his book for those of us who 
had purchased a copy.  Woodman Point is fortunate for those of us who visit, having volunteers of the calibre of 
Jenni Carder and Gary Marsh with a family connection to the Quarantine Station, as guides. They were excellent 
and deserve greater recognition for their efforts in promoting the Woodman Point Quarantine Station. 



	

	

COMBINED PROBUS CLUB OF MOSMAN PARK VISITS KALGOORLIE 

Twenty members of the Combined Probus Club of Mosman Park 
went on a Discover Kalgoorlie Trip organised through the 
Kalgoorlie Boulder Visitors Centre and the Club’s Outings 
Officers. Four days of much  fun-friendship and laughter was had 
by all. 

The Prospector train trip was very comfortable - although 7 hours 
travelling, there were individual screens on each seat for viewing 
TV-Movies-Music-Radio etc. as well as food and drink. It seemed 
in no time we arrived in Kalgoorlie for our adventure.  
 
Dinner on the first night was at Mama Mia Trattoria - the 
beginning of much eating and drinking to be had during the four 
days!  The next day we took our Pit Tour- just amazing , very 
informative and interesting with a duration of around an hour and 
a half -this was just perfect.  In the afternoon there was the Questa Casa Bordello Tour - with an open mind a lot of 
hilarity was had by all.  
 

The next day we had a day in the outback - off to the Ora Banda 
Pub for lunch, all together in a bus.  We had a tour of Boulder 
beforehand followed by a most interesting stop at  The Broad 
Arrow Tavern for morning tea - some members couldn’t resist a 
bit of a jig to the Juke Box.   Ora Banda was great  - lunch out in 
the garden, and great stories were told. - There was even a 
connection to the area with one of our members.  
 
On the last day some of the members played a round of Golf - 
apparently the course was lovely and green.  They have their 
own water supply - just don’t end up in the rough!   Others 
visited the Hannans North Tourist Mine, which again was most 
interesting    Another point of interest was the Museum of the 
Goldfields - wonderful stories and memorabilia of the people in 
those early days.  There was an Audio Walking Tour included in 
the package.  

 
Six people also travelled on to Leonora by car- through Menzies, with its history and interesting yarns told by the 
publican.  Leonora -Gwalia Ghost Town - Hoover House for morning tea- scones with jam and cream - so much 
history out there as well and a connection with American President Hoover as well .  We returned to Kalgoorlie via 
Kookynie and Niagara Dam - just amazing, out in the middle of nowhere!  
 
The history and heritage of this outback City, and wealth of its treasures, certainly makes for another visit in the 
future.		
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THE COMBINED PROBUS CLUB OF SCARBOROUGH BEACH 
formed in 2009, recently celebrated the induction of their first Life Member, Les 
Wearne, a few months after his 99th birthday. Over his long life, Les has been 
involved in a wide range of organisations and activities, many in a position of 
leadership and community service.  

 In “A Century of Service” a book documenting the history of the Real Estate Institute 
of Western Australia, Les Wearne is credited as bringing the voice of emerging 
suburban real estate agents to the Institute for the first time when he joined the 
Council in 1958. He served on the Council in various positions for 23 years and was 
elected Deputy President of the Real Estate Institute of Australia in 1978. Les was 
instrumental in launching initiatives which cemented REIWA’s commitment to 
improving training and education for agents as well as cleaning up the industry by 
continuously raising professionalism and ethical standards. He was also instrumental 
in the creation of separate settlement agencies to promote the rapid and cheaper 
property settlement system, still operating in WA.. 

After returning to WA from wartime service in 1947, Les acquired a real estate agency in Subiaco. Subsequently, he 
operated agencies in Bayswater, Scarborough, Doubleview, North Beach and Tuart Hill and was the first agent in 
WA to introduce mechanised accounting systems. These systems included landlord and tenant information, took 
account of mortgagees showing reduced balances, and improved agency financial reporting and accountability 
systems which were to become standard across the industry. 
 
Mr Wearne was also highly active in the community supporting and raising funds for many local sporting clubs and 
charitable causes.  
 

• He helped establish the Scarborough Rotary Club and served as President in 1960/61 and Governor in 
1969/70 of District 245, covering 60 Rotary clubs state-wide. 

• He was the recipient of the President’s Award for Excellence in 2013, presented at a ceremony in Canberra 
by the Real Estate Institute of Australia. 

• He was a committed and dedicated member of REIWA’s Archiving Committee re-convened in 2011 to 
research and prepare material for the recent 2018 Centenary of the organisation. In this respect he provided 
many of the historical items used in the display and invaluable input about events and personnel in the Real 
Estate Industry.  

 

Les has written three books covering his family history which traces the background of his ancestors from Cornwall 
and Scotland and his time during WW2 in the Air Force in Canada. He married a Canadian teacher, the late Elspeth 
Gibbon (a marriage of 72 years) and settled in Scarborough where they raised a family of five. Les played first grade 
cricket for Subiaco as an opening batsman in his twenties and his personal letter from Sir Donald Bradman is a 
treasured momento. He is also a long-term member of the Subiaco Football Club and still attends games with his son 
Peter. 



	

	

 
	 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	

WILLETTON PROBUS CLUB’S REMEMBRANCE DAY 

The Willetton Ladies Probus Club held a special "Remembrance Day" 
commemorating the 100th anniversary of the end of WW1 at their 
November meeting. Many members shared their fascinating family 
stories of WW1 grandfathers, fathers, uncles, brothers, cousins and 
those left behind. Tables were decorated with poppies and rosemary, 
with interesting memorabilia contributed by our members, on display. 

 
The Club was honoured to have a young serviceman, Major Luke 
Tindale as our guest speaker, who gave us all an interesting insight into 
serving in today's modern day military. A memorable day for us all. 

PAWA’S ZOO PICNIC 

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS TO ALL PROBIANS 


